Mapping the tidally disrupting Andromeda XXVII and its stellar stream
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Abstract. Andromeda XXVII is a dwarf spheroidal galaxy in the outskirts of the Andromeda galaxy (M31). It appears to be dissolving into the Northern arc of M31, and could be the remnant of a strong tidal disruption. In the upcoming months, our spectroscopic program, which has measured velocities for multiple stars within both the dwarf galaxy progenitor and its stream (using the Keck II DEIMOS telescope, as part of the PAndAS survey), will determine velocity dispersions, scale radii and metallicities of both the dwarf and the stream. This in turn may enable us to ascertain the progenitor mass profile and determine whether it is cusped or cored.
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1. Current Knowledge

The discovery of Andromeda XXVII (And XXVII) was announced by Richardson et al. in 2011, at which time it was noted that: "And XXVII appears to be in the process of being tidally disrupted by M31 and is embedded in a great northern arc of stars which loops around M31".

That same year, Carlberg et al. also affirmed that: "The association of globular clusters in the NW stream indicates that a dwarf galaxy, likely And XXVII, is the source of the stream".

This view was reinforced by Collins et al. who, in 2013, published a further analysis of And XXVII which: confirmed that the stars lie within an area of the CMD that would indicate they belong to an older (~10 Gyr) stellar population; presented new results on the kinematics; and concluded that And XXVII was tidally disrupting and may no longer be a gravitationally bound system.

2. Future Analysis

New data has been obtained from the Keck II DEIMOS telescope of stars in the And XXVII dwarf galaxy and stellar stream during 2015 (see Figure1(a) for on-sky locations of the masks). This will be used in the upcoming project to:
• Confirm that stars within the new data are members of the galaxy and its stream.
• Determine velocity distributions, scale radii and metallicities of the dSph and its stream.
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3. Early Findings

Preliminary work done to date appears to indicate that stars within And XXVII and its stellar stream have colour magnitude profiles comparable with previous findings; and that their velocities are consistent with the systemic velocity of \(-539.6^{+4.7}_{-4.5}\) km\(^{-1}\) determined by Collins et al. (2013), (see Figures 1 (b) and (c)) which is quite distinct from the systemic velocity of the M31 halo (\(\sim 300\) km\(^{-1}\)) reported by Chapman et al. (2006).
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